
Communicate/ Don't just make noise▪

Move your head/ Keep your head▪

Anticipate/ Don't guess▪

Offball – Share the crease, know who’s hot. Know when to slide.

Trying to body check the ball carrier  (momentum takes you the 
wrong way)



Trying to take the ball away with one check (same issue)

Stopping your feet to throw a check

Playing over aggressive□

Playing too passive□

Running to the where the player was 

Playing him flat or square (this is not 1 v 1 basketball we want him 
pushed a certain way because hopefully the off ball defense is doing 
their job)



Playing the wrong angle□

You will not win a 1 v 1 with your approach but you can lose it.▪

Push them down the alley▪

Be physical/ DO not over commit▪

Your job is NOT to take the ball away.▪

Onball – make the ball carrier uncomfortable. Make the goal small.

Force outside, low angled, low percentage shots.  Make the ball carrier uncomfortable force 
turnovers through bad passes or bad shots.

•

Protect middle of the field (Diamond).  The ball carrier must never be allowed to enter the 
diamond without being doubled. Is someone starts a dodge in Quadrant A we want to push him 
to 2.

•

Off ball defenders should have a foot in the hub in our basic defensive set.•

On ball defenders must force the ball carrier to make the goal small. (Reduce the shooters angle)•

However this is not a "slide to collide" philosophy. While there is time for hits, we want a 
slide to be more of a continuation of a one v one

•

Our defensemen must slide with their body. They cannot go for the stick-check when sliding. If 
we stop the body we will stop the shot.

•

Sprint out to play the ball and sprint to recover.  Defensemen must cover ground while the ball is 
in the air.  When the offensive player catches the ball defensemen must break down and chop 
their feet.

•

Breakdown position on the balls of your feet
Defender must be lower than who he’s guarding
Hands are low and away from the body
Stick is pointed out 

Body position

Playing Defense at X 

One on One Defense

As the ball approaches, defenseman must backpedal giving ground•

Never step toward the ball •

When attackmen chooses a side, defender must dropstep•

Defender must beat attackmen to the GLE (Goal Line Extended)•

Do not run on an arc, cut through the crease•

When attackmen reaches GLE, defender should use his feet first than “holds”•

**The goal of one-on-one defense is to not allow the attackman to beat the defender topside

Dodges from up top:

Start with a cushion (stick out)•

As the ball carrier dodges put your hands on his hips and push him away from the goal•

Stay balanced and physical.•

Do not push so hard you are running past him or if stops you fall over.•

Off-ball Play

Positioning

Defenders should position themselves between the ball-carrier and their man, making sure to 
take away angles to the cage.

Defenders should “V-up” so that they can see the ball and their man easily.

Defenders should have their “heads on a swivel”, not staring at the ball or their man for more 
than a second. While they do this they should be constantly adjusting their position to maintain 
proper angles.

Defenders should maintain a breakdown position and the stick head should remain at shoulder 
height.

Crease defender should be looking at the ball and have stick pressed against his man when ball is 
above GLE.  When ball is behind GLE, crease defender should position himself ball-side 
underneath his man, facing him, with stick in the air ready to check.  Be sure to leave a 1yd 
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underneath his man, facing him, with stick in the air ready to check.  Be sure to leave a 1yd 
space to allow other defenders get through or room to check.
Slide and Recovery.

Slides come from crease.
Two will come from the opposite corner 
Everyone shares the crease.
Our goal will be make the dodgers uncomfortable and have them force the ball either with bad 
passes or bad shots. 
Rabbit will be our early slide call. 
Turtle will be our slow to slide call
Ajax – Adjacent slide package (share the crease)
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